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Sustainably Managing Groundwater in the 
Santa Rosa Plain 

OC TOBER 13,  2021

5:30-7:30 P.M.



Agenda
• Welcome and Introductions

Chair Tom Schwedhelm, Santa Rosa City Councilmember

• Meeting Overview

Facilitator Sam Magill, Consensus and Collaboration Program, CSU Sacramento

• Current Conditions

Jay Jasperse, Sonoma Water Chief Engineer and Director of Groundwater Programs

• SGMA and Basin Conditions

Andy Rodgers, GSA Administrator, and Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water Principal Hydrogeologist

• Steps to Sustainable Groundwater, Dispelling Myths, and How SGMA will Affect You

Andy Rodgers and Marcus Trotta

• What’s Next and Closing Thoughts

Chair Schwedhelm and Sam Magill
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Thank you to the Santa Rosa Plain GSA 
Advisory Committee

Name Represents Name Represents

Bob Anderson, Chair Agricultural interests Beth Lamb Environmental interests

Rue Furch, Vice-Chair Environmental interests David Long Agricultural interests

Elizabeth Cargay Town of Windsor appointee Peter Martin City of Santa Rosa appointee

Arthur Deicke Business interests David Noren Rural residential well owners

Carolyn Dixon Sonoma Water appointee Matt O’Connor Gold Ridge Resource 
Conservation District appointee

Joe Gaffney City of Sebastopol appointee Mary Grace Pawson City of Rohnert Park appointee

Maureen Geary Graton Rancheria appointee John Rosenblum Independent Water Systems 
appointee

Mark Grismer County of Sonoma appointee Craig Scott City of Cotati appointee

Wayne Haydon Sonoma Resource 
Conservation District 
appointee

Marlene Soiland Rural residential well owners
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Purpose of 
tonight’s 
meeting is to 
learn …

• What a Groundwater Sustainability Plan is – and is
not

• About the conditions of Santa Rosa Plain’s
groundwater subbasin

• If the subbasin is sustainable, now and for 50
years into the future

• How the subbasin can become sustainable and
maintain sustainability through 2042

• Who will pay for projects and actions that may be
needed

• What the GSP could mean to you

• How the Santa Rosa Plain GSP is organized and
how you can provide comments
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The bottom 
line…

•While generally in good shape, the groundwater subbasin has 
experienced some declines in groundwater storage.

•Without projects and actions, groundwater storage and 
groundwater levels will decline between now and 2070.

•Due to a lack of data, it is unclear how groundwater pumping 
affects streams.

•Well metering is a policy option that will be studied:
• Public supply wells are already metered
• Commercial, industrial and agricultural wells could be metered
• Wells used for single-family homes and landscaping (no 

commercial use and that pump less than 1,785 gallons a day), 
CANNOT be metered.

•The GSA will seek grants and partnerships to help pay for 
implementing the GSP, but well owners will pay a fee. The type 
of fee and the amount will be determined through a separate 
fee study.
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Current 
Conditions 
Update
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Imported surface 
water accounts for 
about  45% of the 
basin’s water 
supply
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Responses to the drought
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Drought 
information for 
well owners
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The Santa Rosa 
Plain subbasin
encompasses 
the valley floor
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The GSA is now in Step 2 of SGMA 
compliance
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Groundwater Sustainability Plans ARE…
• Required by the state

• Locally developed (subject to state approval)

• Quantitative analyses of the historical, current and projected conditions 
of the basin

• A detailed roadmap to achieving groundwater sustainability by 2042 and 
to maintaining sustainability through 2070

• Locally implemented through projects and management actions

• Adaptively managed to account for new information and conditions

• Measured for success through regular monitoring 
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Groundwater Sustainability Plans are 
NOT…

• Optional

• Responses to the current drought or future floods

• Intended to address surface water supply reliability and availability

• Detailed analyses of specific projects and management actions

• Subject to CEQA

• Detailed funding plans
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Plans are designed to answer three 
successive questions

16

What are basin 
conditions 

today and in 
the future?

Are these 
conditions 

sustainable?

How can the 
basin maintain 

or achieve 
sustainability 

by 2042?
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The GSP is organized as follows
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Section Number & Title What you will learn

Executive Summary Readable summary of the GSP

1: Introduction Administrative information about GSA formation and GSP contents

2: Plan Area Describes the subbasin, water sources, land use and well permitting

3: Basin Setting Describes the geology of the basin, computer water model and water budget, including 
future projections

4: Sustainable 
Management Criteria

Discusses each sustainability indicator and how sustainability is determined

5: Monitoring Plan Describes how, where and when sustainable management criteria will be measured, and 
discusses data gaps

6: Projects and 
Management Actions

Describes the projects needed to achieve and maintain groundwater sustainability, 
including estimated costs.

7:  Implementation Plan Describes GSP implementation through 2042, including a timeline and 5-year budget

8: References Alphabetical listing of all reference materials

Appendix All appendices, including information on water budget model, future land use, growth 
projections and monitoring protocols
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The basin is 
characterized by 
a wide array of 
stakeholders
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There are an 
estimated 7,000 
wells in the basin, 
including rural 
domestic, mutual 
water company,  
agricultural and 
public supply

The figure shows 
approximate location 
and distribution of 
active wells in the 
watershed, and density 
of wells per square mile 
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Basin setting 
section include 
hydrogeological 
conceptual model 
and groundwater 
conditions

Analyzes historical and current trends
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Characterizes complex geologic conditions
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There are six key indicators of basin conditions 
and groundwater sustainability . . .
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Santa Rosa Plain subbasin conditions: 
The good news
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Groundwater quality in basin is 
generally acceptable

No evidence of land subsiding due to 
groundwater pumping

Groundwater levels are generally stable
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Santa Rosa Plain subbasin conditions: 
The could-be-better news
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Data is limited on the effect of 
groundwater pumping on stream flows
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Santa Rosa Plain subbasin conditions: 
The not-so-good news
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Modeling indicates that the rate of 
groundwater in storage declines 
increased from 600 to 2,100 acre-feet 
annually in the most recent water budget 
period, primarily due to the 2013-2016 
drought.
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Selected Climate Future: 
HADGEM-25, RCP 8.5

Selected by the GSA Board for use in the 2022 GSP based on: 
1) technical analysis of models and scenarios that best 
represent local projected median conditions; and 2) 
stakeholder input from numerous public workshops and AC 
and Board deliberation

• Assumes higher greenhouse gas emissions in comparison with other 
scenarios considered, leading to higher temperatures and higher 
groundwater pumping

• RCP 8.5 includes both relatively wet periods and a period of significant 
drought which allow us to use the model to test significant stresses on 
the groundwater system response and evaluate future projected 
conditions both with and without projects under a variety of extreme 
climate conditions 

• Year to year climate conditions in the future projections are highly 
uncertain and were not used in the GSP to select or plan the type or 
timing of proposed projects and management actions

• As part of the five-year update to the GSP, the latest available 
projected climate science and data will be reviewed and considered for 
incorporation into the scenarios for the Water Year 2026 through 2072 
projected period.
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Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Budget Summary (baseline for WY 2021-2070)
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Monitoring 
Networks: A 
combination of 
direct 
measurements at 
wells and satellite-
based remote 
sensing
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Questions?
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Are these conditions sustainable?
Sustainability Indicator What is Unsustainable?

Groundwater levels Chronic lowering of groundwater levels

Groundwater storage Reduction of groundwater storage

Interconnected surface
water

Depletion of surface water from interconnected streams caused by 
groundwater pumping

Land Subsidence Any inelastic (irrecoverable) subsidence caused by groundwater pumping.

Groundwater Quality GSA projects that cause the concentration of arsenic, nitrates or salts in 
groundwater
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How can Santa 
Rosa Plain achiev
sustainability by 
2042?

e 
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Projects and actions needed to achieve 
sustainability
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Water use efficiency and alternative water source 
projects for rural residents, commercial and industrial 
users and agriculture
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Projects and actions needed to achieve 
sustainability
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Aquifer Storage and 
Recovery (ASR – also 
known as groundwater 
banking)

Policy options include 
discretionary review of 
well permits, Farm Plan 
Coordination, well 
metering for non-
residential pumpers

• Stormwater capture
• On-farm capture and low-

impact development
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Together, these projects are projected to raise 
groundwater levels and increase storage
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With projects: Groundwater levels rise and 
future undesirable results are eliminated

No projects: 
1,400 AFY 

decline

With  projects: 1,100 
AFY decline and 

future undesirable 
results are reduced
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Projects improve surface water connection
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With projects: The connection 
between surface water and 
groundwater is improved
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Other tools are available to achieve 
sustainability
SGMA provides the GSA with the authority to limit groundwater pumping. 

The GSP recommends that the GSA assess and prioritize potential future policy 
options, like . . .

• Well metering for commercial, industrial and agricultural wells

• Setting limits on pumping

• Review of well permits in specific areas

• Expand low impact development or water efficient landscape requirements

• Modify county well ordinance to improve monitoring

• Permitting and accounting of water hauling
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Data gaps to be filled …
Data Gap Solutions
Amounts and locations of groundwater pumping 
(rural residential, agricultural, commercial, and 
industrial)

• Outreach and information sharing with well owners
• Expand voluntary groundwater-level network
• Additional multi-depth monitoring wells
• Additional geophysical surveys
• Improve data/information on existing water wells and

stream diversions
• Additional GDE mapping/remote sensing for vegetation

health
• Compile and evaluate existing and relevant habitat field

surveys
• Additional shallow monitoring wells near streams, as-

needed

Three-dimensional data gaps in the monitoring 
network

Role of faults and basin boundary characteristics

Interconnection of streams and effects of 
groundwater pumping

Aquifer characteristics, recharge and discharge 
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The plan 
must include 
a budget and 
discussion of 
possible 
funding 
sources
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Funding will come from a variety of 
sources
State and federal grants
Local, regional, state, federal partners

Fees:
• People who directly benefit from a specific project
• People who benefit from a healthier groundwater system
• People who drill new wells
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How GSP implementation may affect you
• Provides a secure and reliable source of water supply for future generations

• Maintains groundwater levels and availability

• Provides programs that could directly benefit you (water conservation rebates, tools,
retrofits, greywater education, rainwater capture)

• If you are a farmer or business, the GSA might someday require a meter on your well

• If you use your well for your home and landscaping (no commercial use and less than
1,785 gallons a day), the GSA CANNOT require a meter on your well

• If you use groundwater, you will likely pay a fee to help cover the costs of
implementing the GSP – the type of fee and the amount are NOT part of the GSP
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The GSP is organized as follows
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Section Number & Title What you will learn

Executive Summary Readable summary of the GSP

1: Introduction Administrative information about GSA formation and GSP contents

2: Plan Area Describes the subbasin, water sources, land use and well permitting

3: Basin Setting Describes the geology of the basin, computer water model and water budget, including 
future projections

4: Sustainable 
Management Criteria

Discusses each sustainability indicator and how sustainability is determined

5: Monitoring Plan Describes how, where and when sustainable management criteria will be measured, and 
discusses data gaps

6: Projects and 
Management Actions

Describes the projects needed to achieve and maintain groundwater sustainability, 
including estimated costs.

7:  Implementation Plan Describes GSP implementation through 2042, including a timeline and 5-year budget

8: References Alphabetical listing of all reference materials

Appendix All appendices, including information on water budget model, future land use, growth 
projections and monitoring protocols
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Questions?
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GSP is due on January 31, 2022
Local Public Review: October 1 through 31 

Community Meeting: October 13, 5:30 p.m

Board Meeting for Public Comments: October 14, 1 p.m.

Public Hearing: December 9, 1 p.m.

DWR submittal: January, followed by 75-day public review period
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You can comment on the GSP in the 
following ways
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Online comment form (attachments accepted) at
SantaRosaPlainGroundwater.org/gsp by 5 p.m.,
October 31

Verbally, at public hearing of the GSA Board on 
Thursday, October 14, 1 p.m.
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Questions?
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